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Illustrated with photographs from New York Shakespeare Festival productions, vivid readable readable
introductions for each play by noted scholar David Bevington, a lively personal foreword by Joseph Papp, an
insightful essay on the play in performance, modern spelling and pronunciation, up-to-date annotated
bibliographies, and convenient listing of key passages. The location is now England in the 16th century. Louis,
Missouri on January 27, He moved to New York to become a folk singer. He performed on the coffeehouse
circuit as a singer and guitarist. He released two albums entitled Julius Lester in and Departures in In the s,
Lester was closely involved as a writer and photographer with the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee. He traveled to the South to document the civil rights movement and to North Vietnam to
photograph the effects of American bombardment. He also hosted radio and television talk shows in New
York City. He wrote more than four dozen nonfiction and fiction books for adults and children. His books for
adults included Look Out, Whitey!: Becoming a Jew, and The Autobiography of God. He originally taught in
the Afro-American studies department, but transferred to the Judaic and Near Eastern studies department when
Lester criticized the novelist James Baldwin for what he felt were anti-Semitic remarks. He died from
complications of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease on January 18, at the age of William Shakespeare, Although there are many myths and mysteries surrounding William Shakespeare, a great deal is actually
known about his life. He was born in Stratford-Upon-Avon, son of John Shakespeare, a prosperous merchant
and local politician and Mary Arden, who had the wealth to send their oldest son to Stratford Grammar
School. At 18, Shakespeare married Anne Hathaway, the year-old daughter of a local farmer, and they had
their first daughter six months later. He probably developed an interest in theatre by watching plays performed
by traveling players in Stratford while still in his youth. Some time before , he left his family to take up
residence in London, where he began acting and writing plays and poetry. His plays enjoyed great popularity
and high critical acclaim in the newly built Globe Theatre. Before retiring to Stratford in , after the Globe
burned down, he wrote more than three dozen plays that we are sure of and more than sonnets. He was
celebrated by Ben Jonson, one of the leading playwrights of the day, as a writer who would be "not for an age,
but for all time," a prediction that has proved to be true. Today, Shakespeare towers over all other English
writers and has few rivals in any language. His genius and creativity continue to astound scholars, and his
plays continue to delight audiences. Many have served as the basis for operas, ballets, musical compositions,
and films. While Jonson and other writers labored over their plays, Shakespeare seems to have had the ability
to turn out work of exceptionally high caliber at an amazing speed. This staggering output is even more
impressive when one considers its variety. Except for the English history plays, he never wrote the same kind
of play twice. He seems to have had a good deal of fun in trying his hand at every kind of play. Shakespeare
wrote sonnets, all published on , most of which were dedicated to his patron Henry Wriothsley, The Earl of
Southhampton. He also wrote 13 comedies, 13 histories, 6 tragedies, and 4 tragecomedies. His cause of death
was unknown, but it is surmised that he knew he was dying.
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Though Othello is primarily set on Cyprus, it was shot in multiple locations throughout Morocco and Rome,
and cuts between characters can span years and miles, even if the people on screen are meant to be standing
next to one another having a conversation. The film restarts with every cut, and there are over 2, cuts in the ish
minute production. This push-and-pull effect is often used in regard to Othello and Iago, as they have a
diseased relationship in which the latter cunningly prods the former to actualize his worst impulses of
alienation and resentment. The editing refuses to give viewers their bearings, rapidly fusing images that are so
baroquely dazzling as to be exhausting, frequently shattering the degree rule of cinema. Welles captures the
castles from seemingly every angle. Figures and shadows are always looming in the background or right over
the camera, complicating our sense of focus. This sense of disembodimentâ€”another form of
fragmentationâ€”is compounded by the inexact looping of dialogue, which has voices emanating from
illogical sources. Blacks are rich and robust, bringing out the prismatic intricacy of the compositions, which
are also heightened by pristine background clarity. The soundtrack is also vivid, particularly in regard to the
abstractly psychological score and battle scenes, which subtly layer natural sounds with heightened noises.
The dialogue is nowhere near in sync in either version, which is truthful to the films as they were originally
produced and presented. In other words, Criterion refurbishes Othello without fossilizing it so as to validate
our contemporary obsession with perfection. Extras The European version and the U. In the European version,
Welles reads the credits aloud, while a more conventional series of cards offers that information in the U.
Welles acolytes tend to prefer the European credits, though I like the stark silence that accompanies the title in
the American version. Large portions of the voice tracks have also been changed between the prints, and I
prefer the American film in this regard as well. Though the disorientation of the European version, which has
less conventional exposition, is nightmarishly effective. Criterion is also refreshingly unbashful about
acknowledging the racial implications of Othello as both a play and a film, including a new interview with
Ayanna Thompson, author of Passing Strange: Shakespeare, Race, and Contemporary America. This context
is fleshed out further by the inclusion of Return to Glennascaul, a short film the actors made during a hiatus
from shooting Othello. Few stones appear to have been left unturned here.
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After sharing the news of the secret marriage in words calculated to alarm him, the treacherous and vindictive
Iago quickly departs, leaving Roderigo to confirm the story. Brabantio, Othello, and Desdemona appear before
the Duke of Venice. Although Brabantio accuses Othello of seducing his daughter by witchcraft, Othello
explains that he won Desdemona by telling her his adventures, and Desdemona, called to testify, convinces the
senators that she has freely gone with Othello and married him for love. The Duke appoints Othello as general
of the defense forces against the Turks, and he must leave for Cyprus immediately. Desdemona requests
permission to accompany Othello to Cyprus. Iago convinces Roderigo that Desdemona will soon tire of
Othello and that he should follow her to Cyprus. To himself, Iago decides to make use of Cassio, the man he
deeply resents and who received the promotion he himself wanted, as the instrument to destroy Othello. As
Cassio leaves, Iago and Othello appear. Desdemona immediately and enthusiastically begins to beg Othello to
pardon Cassio, as she promised, and will not stop her pleading until Othello, preoccupied with other thoughts,
agrees. Othello, beset by uncertainty and anxiety, later demands of Iago some proof that Desdemona is
unfaithful. Desdemona, true to her word to Cassio, continues to plead on his behalf, unknowingly confirming
to Othello her unfaithfulness. He accuses her of falseness, and Desdemona, not knowing what she has done to
offend, can only assure him that she loves him. Meanwhile, the gullible Roderigo has abandoned all hope of
Desdemona, but Iago urges him to kill Cassio and rekindle his hopes. Late that night, they attack Cassio in the
street, but it is Cassio who wounds Roderigo. Iago rushes out and stabs Cassio in the leg. Desdemona is in bed
when Othello enters. He tells her to pray a last prayer as he has no wish to kill her soul. Realizing that he plans
to murder her, Desdemona protests her innocence of any wrongdoing. A soldier to the last, Othello stands on
his honor. Knowing that this is the end, he asks to be remembered as "one that loved not wisely but too well.
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Early years[ edit ] Excell was the son of German Reformed minister and self-published author J. Doran
observed him leading songs at a revival and later noted that Excell "was a master of mass control; he might
easily have become conductor of some mighty chorus". Two important contacts made during his early years in
Chicago were Benjamin F. Jacobs and John H. Excell assisted with the music of their Sunday school work for
at least two years and later served as music editor for correspondence courses Vincent established through the
Chautauqua Press. Insights gained from these associations were significant in that much of what Excell would
later publish targeted Sunday school and youth program music needs. Excell and Vincent were affiliated with
the northern branch known as the Methodist Episcopal Church. In he met Sam P. Jones , a Georgia evangelist
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South , and was invited to join him as vocalist the following year, which
included a campaign in Toronto during October, Maxwell of Oxford, Georgia. He was also a capable singer
and songwriter, though more reserved than Excell. They became an effective musical team known informally
as "Ex and Max". In Excell wrote and published a spiritualized rendition of "one of the trite sayings of the
Reverend Sam P. It was dedicated to Jones by "his Co-Worker, E. These combined revival and evangelistic
meeting choirs typically had fewer than participants. However, William Shaw of Christian Endeavor listed
Excell among Ira Sankey , Homer Rodeheaver , and other distinguished musicians who had led choirs in the
range of one thousand to four thousand voices at their conventions. He worked as a vocalist for William E.
Biederwolf, a Presbyterian minister active with the Winona Lake Bible Conference and its related chautauqua
, with whom he also collaborated on a number of hymnbooks. Music publisher, compiler and editor[ edit ]
Excell compiled a collection of hymns and gospel songs around which was published as Sacred Echoes by
John J. Hood of Philadelphia in , the year he marked as his start in the business. Sing the Gospel, published
around the time of the move to Chicago, was issued under the "E. Echoes of Eden followed two years later in
Sam Jones Influence[ edit ] Hymnbook Title Page The working relationship initiated with Jones in proved to
be a pattern of the age. A contemporary writer explained that prominent evangelists always "had their leading
singers, they were billed on the hoardings of the cities after the manner of theatrical companies -- Moody and
Sankey ; Sam Jones and Excell; Chapman and Alexander ; Torrey and Towner ; and so on. Three song books
aimed at different applications were published in and Triumphant Songs for Sunday schools and revivals was
followed by numbers 2 through 5 and two combined editions Nos. The last book in this series was Triumphant
Songs No. Excell imprint during his final years with Jones. Excell and his song books received significant
exposure in the majority of U. The business changed to involve a greater number of collaborations destined for
other publishers and private label printing of denominational hymnals. Some of the most substantial were:
Two hymnbooks were compiled for the Book Concerns of the Methodist Episcopal Church in and
Unfortunately his relationships with the publishing authorities within this northern branch of American
Methodism were irreconcilably damaged in by the aftermath of a book contract he allegedly negotiated
directly with the General Secretary of the Epworth League. Scoville imprint between and about Hackleman Five or more hymn collections were produced between and with this Christian Church musician and published
by the Christian Board of Publication or Hackleman Music Company. Hackleman also worked on another
three collections credited to Excell that were published posthumously. Biederwolf - Three hymn collections
and a combined edition were developed with this Presbyterian evangelist between and for Glad Tidings
Publishing Company. Excell had also been listed earlier as a special contributor on Hymns of His Praise No.
One other hymn book, "Songs of the Evangelist" crediting both Biederwolf and Excell as contributors, was
published posthumously in Single song book collaborations - Excell worked on one-book projects with a
diverse number of his contemporaries. Some of the more notable included: Towner - Vocalist and musician
with D. The portfolios of copyrights for contemporary songs and plates for classic hymns that Excell
accumulated as a publisher and composer also led to printing work on denominational hymnals. He produced
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the edition of Spiritual Hymns of Brethren in Christ in which he held copyrights for about one third of the six
hundred songs selected by the hymnal committee. Excell Company[ edit ] Excell developed approximately
fifty song books and contributed to at least another thirty-eight over his forty-year publishing career. Annual
output had grown to more than a million books by , though with margins at wholesale levels. At least one
publication, Chorus Choir Selections , [25] bore the "E. Excell, Jr, was also engaged in the family publishing
business by Death and legacy[ edit ] Excell fell ill while assisting Gipsy Smith with a revival in Louisville,
Kentucky and returned to Chicago to be hospitalized. He died on June 10, after more than thirty weeks in
Wesley Memorial Hospital. Excell will be remembered as the great song leader. Probably no man who ever
lived, and certainly in this country, was more capable than he in directing great audiences in singing. He was
large of body and happy in his disposition. He was never known to lose his temper or his smile in his endeavor
to make the people sing. One of these was The Excell Hymnal published by his company in ; it was completed
by his long-time collaborators Hamp Sewell and W. Hackleman as "a fitting climax to its long line of
illustrious predecessors". Excell Company copyright portfolio to the Hope Publishing Company in which they
combined with their prior acquisition of a former Ira Sankey firm to create the Biglow-Main-Excell Company.
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